Focus on German Studies, volume 22
Deadline: January 1, 2015

Focus on German Studies is currently seeking articles for publication in our twenty-second volume, due for publication in early Summer in its new, online format.

Focus casts as broad a net as possible, encouraging publication on all aspects of German Studies to reflect the varied intellectual engagement and research conducted by graduate students. Submissions are accepted in English and German.

Articles should be 15-25 pages in length, double spaced. They must follow MLA style guidelines. Articles should be prepared without your name or university affiliation attached. On a separate cover sheet, include your name, university, and contact information.

Inquiries and submissions can be forwarded to:

Focus on German Studies
ATTN: Alex Hogue and Matthew Bauman
University of Cincinnati ML 0372
Cincinnati, OH 45221-0372
USA
Email: fogs.editor@gmail.com

Additional information is available on our website at:
http://www.artsci.uc.edu/departments/german/focus.html

Call for Book Reviewers

The purpose of our book review section is to introduce our readership to primary and secondary works published within the last two years. Our aim is to discuss the work thematically and stylistically and, when possible, to contextualize the work within the author’s oeuvre or its respective genre. We have the cooperation of major Austrian, German and Swiss publishers and can provide review copies. Please see our website for a current list of books available for review.

If you are interested in reviewing books for Focus on German Studies, please send us the following information: (1) name and address, (2) institution, (3) area of interest, (4) topic of MA thesis or dissertation, and (5) your projected date of degree completion. Focus also accepts recommendations for books to review.